
 
 
 
 

 Multiples of 2 
 
 
 
 
Materials:  5 counters per player; 10-sided die (or numeral cards 10)         Number of Players: 2-3 
1. Each player collects 5 counters. 
2. Take turns to roll the die and multiply the number rolled by 2. Complete the math talk sentence 
    and  place a counter on the  product. If a number is already covered you must remove the counter 
    from that number and add it to your pile.  

The product of 
__ x 2 is ___. 
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2 8 6 18 10 

12 16 20 14 4 



 
 
 
 

 Multiples of 3 
 
 
 
 
Materials:  5 counters per player; 10-sided die (or numeral cards 10)         Number of Players: 2-3 
1. Each player collects 5 counters. 
2. Take turns to roll the die and multiply the number rolled by 3. Complete the math talk sentence 
    and  place a counter on the  product. If a number is already covered you must remove the counter 
    from that number and add it to your pile.  

The product of 
__ x 3 is ___. 
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3 9 6 15 21 

12 18 27 24 30 



 
 
 
 

 Multiples of 4 
 
 
 
 
Materials:  5 counters per player; 10-sided die (or numeral cards 10)         Number of Players: 2-3 
1. Each player collects 5 counters. 
2. Take turns to roll the die and multiply the number rolled by 4. Complete the math talk sentence 
    and  place a counter on the  product. If a number is already covered you must remove the counter 
    from that number and add it to your pile.  

The product of 
__ x 4 is ___. 
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4 12 8 16 20 

24 36 40 28 32 



 
 
 
 

 Multiples of 5 
 
 
 
 
Materials:  5 counters per player; 10-sided die (or numeral cards 10)         Number of Players: 2-3 
1. Each player collects 5 counters. 
2. Take turns to roll the die and multiply the number rolled by 5. Complete the math talk sentence 
    and  place a counter on the  product. If a number is already covered you must remove the counter 
    from that number and add it to your pile.  

The product of 
__ x 5 is ___. 
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5 30 50 20 15 

25 35 40 10 45 



 
 
 
 

 Multiples of 6 
 
 
 
 
Materials:  5 counters per player; 10-sided die (or numeral cards 10)         Number of Players: 2-3 
1. Each player collects 5 counters. 
2. Take turns to roll the die and multiply the number rolled by 6. Complete the math talk sentence 
    and  place a counter on the  product. If a number is already covered you must remove the counter 
    from that number and add it to your pile.  

The product of 
__ x 6 is ___. 
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6 18 36 24 12 

48 42 60 30 54 



 
 
 
 

 Multiples of 7 
 
 
 
 
Materials:  5 counters per player; 10-sided die (or numeral cards 10)         Number of Players: 2-3 
1. Each player collects 5 counters. 
2. Take turns to roll the die and multiply the number rolled by 7. Complete the math talk sentence 
    and  place a counter on the  product. If a number is already covered you must remove the counter 
    from that number and add it to your pile.  

The product of 
__ x 7 is ___. 
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7 14 49 70 35 

28 42 63 56 21 



 
 
 
 

 Multiples of 8 
 
 
 
 
Materials:  5 counters per player; 10-sided die (or numeral cards 10)         Number of Players: 2-3 
1. Each player collects 5 counters. 
2. Take turns to roll the die and multiply the number rolled by 8. Complete the math talk sentence 
    and  place a counter on the  product. If a number is already covered you must remove the counter 
    from that number and add it to your pile.  

The product of 
__ x 8 is ___. 
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8 16 48 40 24 

32 64 80 56 72 



 
 
 
 

 Multiples of 9 
 
 
 
 
Materials:  5 counters per player; 10-sided die (or numeral cards 10)         Number of Players: 2-3 
1. Each player collects 5 counters. 
2. Take turns to roll the die and multiply the number rolled by 9. Complete the math talk sentence 
    and  place a counter on the  product. If a number is already covered you must remove the counter 
    from that number and add it to your pile.  

The product of 
__ x 9 is ___. 
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9 18 36 45 27 

54 63 90 81 72 



 
 
 
 

 Multiples of 10 
 
 
 
 
Materials:  5 counters per player; 10-sided die (or numeral cards 10)         Number of Players: 2-3 
1. Each player collects 5 counters. 
2. Take turns to roll the die and multiply the number rolled by 10. Complete the math talk sentence 
    and  place a counter on the  product. If a number is already covered you must remove the counter 
    from that number and add it to your pile.  

The product of 
__ x 10 is ___. 
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10 50 30 40 20 

100 60 90 80 70 


